2000 toyota tundra o2 sensor location

Recently we are not experiencing any delays processing and shipping orders. You can check
back here anytime for updates or changes in our operations. We will do our best to
accommodate your needs and keep you up to date with any changes. If you have any questions,
don't hesitate to contact us. We encourage everyone to do their part in slowing the spread of
the virus. Keep your heads up and be strong. While this is the time of great uncertainty, we are
confident that by sticking together and supporting each other, we will become stronger than
ever before. Reviewed by Bentley P. Fast shipping technical support of excellence easy install
no adjustment needed. I gutted the cat on my Persona that immediately tripped the FI light. The
only nagging factor, it is not self powered and you have to add 2 feet extra to the power wires
but actually not a big of a deal. Thanks for everything. Reviewed by joseph p. My part arrived
really fast without any issue, I'm very happy with my order. Reviewed by G. Company wanted
me to buy another chip to make this work good. Reviewed by kirk i. It gives you the option to
remove your cats without struggling with annoying ECM limp mode. Both product and service
were just awesome and reps seemed to be committed to providing you the most efficient
support. Shipping was average a bit slower than in normalcy but this might be due to covid.
Reviewed by Galen Q. Kevin and overall the staff was very nice and pleasant, helpful and kindly
listened to my dilemma with hollowed cats and polished headers. Specific connectors would
make the hook up far more easy but everythnig is fine and dandy as it was suppose to.
Reviewed by g. I purchased o2 tune from removed but their eliminator was nowhere near able to
fit my car. Still works and turned off cat efficiency codes has been present ever since I installed
my new true dual catback. Worthy tech support though. Reviews about simulators are all over
the board on the net, I hope my goo experience will deliver better cred to these devices.
Shipping took a long time, item arrived finally in good condition. Reviewed by brock g. I made
an order, the website is very easy to navigate, transaction was easy and smooth. The part was
on stock and I received it after a week. Reviewed by d. O2 bypass worked as it was supposed to
and their willingness to keep the customers satisfied was at the summit. Slight flaw at
installation instructions but a five star supplier overall with top of the line technical support.
Reviewed by rickie r. Shipping didnt take too long and I got tremendous benefits after PCM
ceased to run in limp mode. Just a heads up you need a total of 4 o2 bypasses if you installed
headers that doesnt facilitate to allow you spend more for other mods but discount given by CS
made my purchase a bit more affordable and actually might have talked me into another
purchase in the not too distant future. Company seems reliable and their more than willing to
assist you even beforehand. Such customer oriented approach is absent recently from today's
market. Reviewed by Waheed D. Reviewed by k. FYI your front sensor may be different type that
needs precautions as the to compatible unit. Reviewed by Abe S. Found this magnificent o2
fooler chip inadvertently and it works a way better than expected. Shippnig to Guam was slow
far behind ETA but most likely this spot is not the best destination for usps. Reviewed by
Antonino St. Delivered to my door earlier than assumed, my mechanic hooked it up in a wink
with no adjustment just on the original tune and could immediately feel more power because of
doing away with limp mode, I trust it wll not come back. When it comes down to making your
Tundra competitive to even the newest Toyota models, magnum comes in picture. Providing
you with tons of options to customize, style and upgrade your bone stock Car Truck SUV to
your liking is our primary goal. Take a look around and place your order today for a reliable
magnum oxygen sensor eliminator. Not quite sure which option best fits your goals? Want to
know more about working theory and the things what are behind? Contact our 7-day tech team,
our specialist will tell you everything in a nutshell. Read our reviews to get a scope of feedbacks
left by real customers. Find comments for your specific Toyota Tundra. Just plug it in and let it
operate! Purchase from the manufacturer, get huge discounts and feel free to email or Tech
Staff. It modifies the stock parameters of your Toyota Tundra through the oxygen sensor signal.
Attend the evaluation of Haden. Product as described. Fast shipping and immediate
communication. Thank you for being our valued customer, Magnum Tuning. Magnum Tuning is
committed to the well-being of our customers and employees. Customer service, returns and
shipping department is open, and ready to serve you. Magnum upgrades are not imported from
Far East. Previous Next. Q: A:. Customer Rating:. Ships within 4 business hours. Select Fitment
3. Select Year Model not listed? Warranty Returns. Warranty Void? Toyota Tundra oxygen
sensor simulator will allow you to drive without catalytic converter and still keep the CEL off. A
popular modification is to decat the exhaust or install an aftermarket header, to unleash the
power capability. Exhaust gas is controlled through 2 to up to 4 lambda sensors. The upstream
sensor controls the fuel management system and downstream monitors converter function.
When headers are installed or catalyst converters removed, the result is a catalyst efficiency
engine management code alerting the Engine computer that cat converter is missing or not
working properly. Modified engine produces a larger amount of exhaust gases than allowed.

You do not want to drive in safe mode with constant ECU warning light, and your Toyota Tundra
will not pass smog test in many US states and countries. This O2 Sensor Bypass eliminates 1
up to 4-wire narrowband oxygen sensors only. Please read Notes! When check the engine light
is triggered, the engine runs in ECU Safe mode, which results in sluggish acceleration and
spoiled fuel mileage. Magnum EZ CEL Fix Oxygen sensor simulator is available to all cars,
trucks and SUV's fitted with 1 up to 4-wire narrowband zirconia air fuel sensors functioning in
the standard 0 up to 1. Feel free to contact our engineers prior to purchase, if you are unsure
about your Toyota Tundra's air fuel sensor type. Notes In case of a single oxygen sensor or
dual pipe exhaust system fitted with two exhaust o2 sensors only, the oxygen sensor simulator
taps to these ports. Headers require both up- and downstream Oxygen sensor emulation. Slow
signal of front exhaust gas oxygen sensor may prevent the post oxygen sensor emulator from
working. Oxygen sensor simulator is a racing part. It is not CARB approved. Please be aware of
the bylaws and regulations, O2 sensor eliminator is not street legal in several US states and
countries. Toyota Tundra EZ CEL Fix Oxygen Sensor Simulator is a must-have device if you are
about remove the catalyst or even if you installed aftermarket header, a performance catback
system or free flow converter. Are you chasing after the ultimate solution for ECU warning light
issue? No doubts, this oxygen sensor emulator will fit your Toyota Tundra and rid you of the
exhaust gas oxygen sensor related check engine codes. Although we cannot rectify your
problems free, the easy do-it-yourself setup and the warranted results are worth the money.
Download Installation Instructions. How can I figure out my sensor is a zirconia type? Zirconia
type oxygen sensors have 1 to 4 wires. In the case of 4 wires, two of the wires have to be
identical for heater, whilst the rest two wires have to be different for signal sender and signal
ground. Always reference the sensor-side colors of the wires coming out off of sensor head.
ECU-side colors may convert through the plugs. How to find out if it's a narrowband or
wideband? Typically 1 to 4-wire sensors are narrowband. There are exceptions though. A
narrowband oxygen sensor's signal is constantly fluctuating in a range of 0 to 1. Any oxygen
sensor that produces higher voltages, is determined to be a wideband oxygen sensor. Keep in
mind, although a 4-wire O2 sensor can be wideband too, in common sense only 5 or 6-wire
sensors are called wideband. If your sensor has more than 4-wires, oxygen sensor is not
applicable. Which sensor has to be tricked? In general: the downstream but upstream has to
work flawless in full range. If you intend to buy a simulator hence decatting, header or modified
exhaust, the downstream sensor has to be fooled by all means. See position diagram. Headers
or precat gutting requires upstream simulator as well. Rest assured, all oxygen sensor signal
related codes will be gone. Upstream sensor if any has to be in good condition though. Please
see prerequisites pertaining to sensor type and quantity of simulators. Suitable fluctuating
signal is fundamental to be delivered by the ECU. Zero volt signal triggers another trouble code.
MPG is also affected negatively. Heated simulator allows you to remove or eliminate the stock
oxygen sensor completely. They often don't work even on early fuel injected cars. If your
vehicle had been manufactured after or you drive an early model controlled by a sensitive ECU,
these gadgets won't help. The definite solution is a circuit conditions realistic signal, as if a
working oxygen sensor would be screwed in the factory exhaust. Get rid of oxygen sensor
related CEL issue yet today. Flat catalytic converter gutting or plain-tube decats will spoil lowand mid-end torque hence ruined engine flush due to inadequate exhaust back pressure and
higher block temperature thus valves, cylinder head and other engine parts are constantly being
exposed to undesired extra heat. True enough, maximum horsepower increases it still pertains
to a higher RPM which perishes dynamic kick out acceleration throughout the RPM range,
mostly on automatic vehicles, therefore to save money on fuel and enhance low and mid-end
torque, highly recommended to install a reliable Decat. Plain decatting is judged unprofessional
among serious tuners and enthusiasts. These sensors deliver the ECU fluctuating voltage
according to the actual oxygen consistence of air fuel mixture. When exhaust system is
decatted or heavily modified, ECU is reading an oxygen sensor signal being inconsistent with
other engine sensor's signal, or signal is out of the range yet accepted, an O2 sensor-related
trouble code will be triggered ending up in check engine light issue. While check engine light is
on, ECU runs in so called lean limp mode. Safe mode restricts both the fuel trim and the ignition
timing and develops an overall limitation on performance, until problem diagnosed and resolved
definitely. Therefore if you modified your engine with any upgrade causes the oxygen sensor
deliver lower signal than normally, you need to wire up an Oxygen Sensor Simulator. Although
your ECU will be tweaked, mixture's air fuel ratio still will remain incorrect hence decatting or
any other exhaust modification. Simulators help you remedy CEL problems but will not achieve
that basic remapping is crucial when decatting or modifying an exhaust. You might be
interested in our further performance chips in order to boost engine horsepower, improve fuel
efficiency or both at the same time. They boost the engine horsepower as well as improve fuel

mileage. Magnum Tuning has been dealing with manufacture of performance upgrades since
Our experience warrants peak performance, reliability perfect style. Simulators are made in
Europe covered by year warranty. Claims stated in this description are warranted by Magnum
Tuning. Was this review helpful? Yes No. FYI your front sensor may be different type that needs
precautions as the to compatible unit 3 of 17 people found this review helpful. For more
information go to Properly functioning oxygen sensors are important when it comes to your
vehicles fuel efficiency and reducing harmful exhaust emissions. We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create A
p0135 ford focus
2005 buick lesabre repair manual
2006 ford taurus sho
ccount. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Oxygen
Sensor part. See All. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Toyota Tundra Oxygen
Sensor. Showing 1 - 15 of 94 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge.
Add to cart. Wire Length Thread Size : M Part Number: RT Part Number: Page 1 of 7 Showing 1 15 of 94 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Bosch invented the automotive
oxygen sensor and is the number one choice of vehicle manufacturers around the world. Feb
08, Good sensor. Vidcar Escobar. Purchased on Dec 28, Jan 17, Customer service friendly and
good to work with. Great price for the parts, but would like to see free shipping. Purchased on
Dec 26, Dec 06, Best store online. I like the faster shipping. Purchased on Oct 20, Show More.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

